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Executive Summary
The present document constitutes the Deliverable D3.1 “CREL Implementation Report” in the
framework of the ATTRACkTIVE project, Work Package 3 Technical Coordination and System
Coherence.
The WP3 addresses the following objectives:







Define and apply the proven best practices in system engineering;
Guarantee the technical consistency across the project;
Manage the technical coordination and mitigate strategy to bypass or resolve the technical
issues;
Foster of the convergences of technologies to facilitate the adoption across the Railway industry;
Define the testing strategy and create testing material and means;
Pre-integrate the software components inside the project and provide an active support to the
iTD4.7.

This document has been prepared to report on the implementation results as well as the testing
and integration activities for all components developed within ATTRACkTIVE for the CREL.
ATTRACkTIVE contributes within the Shift2Rail IP4 TDs to:



TD4.4 Trip Tracking (WP1 in ATTRACkTIVE)
TD4.5 Travel Companion (WP2 in ATTRACkTIVE)

This document is split into the following chapters:






Chapter 1 contains a system overview to better understand the environment in which the
ATTRACkTIVE subsystem fit inside the whole IP4 ecosystem
Chapter 2 contains details on the separate components (3.1 - WP1 Trip Tracking and 3.2 - WP2
Travel Companion)
Chapter 3 contains details on the integration and testing within the work packages (4.1 - WP1
Trip Tracking and 4.2 - WP2 Travel Companion)
Chapter 4 contains details on the integration and testing at ATTRACkTIVE project level
Chapter 5 contains a summary and some recommendation for the next steps in FREL
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Abbreviations and acronyms
Abbreviation / Acronyms

Description

CREL

Core Release

CW

Cloud Wallet

EE

Experience Engine

ES

Event Source

FREL

Final Release

LBE

Location Based Experiences

pTT

Partial Trip Tracker

TC

Travel Companion

TD

Technical Demonstrator

TO

Tracking Orchestrator

TSP

Travel Service Provider

TT

Trip Tracking

WP

Work Package
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1. Introduction
The figure below depicts the common integration and testing phases within the Shift2Rail IP4
ecosystem. The first phase corresponds to the component tests which are the responsibility of
the development team. The second phase refers to the test between the components developed
inside the same work package (e.g. WP1 Trip Tracking), it is the first integration testing level and
the work package leader is in charge of it. The third phase represents the integration of several
work package components belonging to the same project (e.g. Trip Tracking and Travel
Companion in ATTRACkTIVE). The fourth level is the integration between the different projects;
this integration focuses on specific use cases. The final tests are the highest tests that software
experts can execute. These end-to-end tests correspond to a simulation with a traveller trying to
test all the systems as it could be done in a demonstration.

Figure 1: Integration and Testing phases on Shift2Rail IP4 level
GA 730846
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Work Package 3 “Technical Coordination and System Coherence” in ATTRACkTIVE addresses the
following objectives:







Define and apply the proven best practices in system engineering;
Guarantee the technical consistency across the project;
Manage the technical coordination and mitigate strategy to bypass or resolve the technical
issues;
Foster of the convergences of technologies to facilitate the adoption across the Railway industry;
Define the testing strategy and create testing material and means;
Pre-integrate the software components inside the project and provide an active support to the
iTD4.7.

WP3 is thus responsible for the first three integration and testing phases: 1) Component unit
testing, 2) Integration testing within the WP and 3) Integration testing within ATTRACkTIVE.
This deliverable is structured according to these phases:





Chapter 2 contains details on the separate components (3.1 - WP1 Trip Tracking and 3.2 - WP2
Travel Companion)
Chapter 3 contains details on the integration and testing within the work packages (4.1 - WP1
Trip Tracking and 4.2 - WP2 Travel Companion)
Chapter 4 contains details on the integration and testing at ATTRACkTIVE project level
Chapter 5 contains a summary and some recommendation for the next steps in FREL
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2. Software Components
2.1.

Trip Tracking

In the CREL the main objective was to define the architecture of the Trip Tracker. Within the
Lighthouse project IT2Rail the basic ideas of a European wide Trip Tracking system were defined.
The architecture of this system already includes the subscription of a journey consisting of
different modes. It takes into consideration user specific preferences, complex event processing
as well as the provision of alternative routes in case of disruptions. Disadvantage of this solution
is that the architecture is a closed “monolithic” one. Extensions e.g. the integration of additional
modes is quite complex. ATTRACkTIVE now aims to split this IT2Rail solution into different layers.
Each layer is responsible for a dedicated task of the Trip Tracking system. The figure below
illustrates this Trip Tracking architecture.

Figure 2: Trip Tracking Architecture
As one can see the system is divided into three layers:
The first layer is described as Tracking Orchestrator (TO). This part collects all necessary
information related to a journey, subscribes this journey and informs a traveller through
his Travel Companion in case of a disruption. The TO is responsible for the whole journey
a traveller has shopped and booked.
The second layer contains several and in principle an unlimited number of so called
partial Trip Tracker (pTT). Each of these pTT monitors those parts of a journey it is
GA 730846
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responsible for. In case of a disruption within his domain he informs the TO by sending
impacts.
The third layer reflects event sources which are used by partial Trip Trackers to calculate
possible disruptions on base of received events. Each of these event sources are
connected at least to one pTT but a specific event source can as well feed several pTT.
Based on the kind of event sources different partial Trip Tracker can be developed
In addition to the definition of this architecture, the first components were developed and
implemented to serve as a proof of concept. In the course of the CREL in WP1 several
components were thus developed:






Several partial Trip Trackers and corresponding Event Sources
o pTT based on VDV event source
o pTT based on SIRI SX event source
o pTT based on GTFS-RT event source
Preliminary developments of Event Sources
o Prognosis Events
o Events based on mobile device
Tracking Orchestrator

More information on the component testing is available in Deliverable 1.2 in chapter 4.

2.2.

Travel Companion

2.2.1.

Android Framework

While defining the Travel Companion architecture, it had to be considered that there will not be
only one dedicated Travel Companion in the market but several ones operated by different
stakeholders. For these operators it is essential to have a flexible structure of the Travel
Companion allowing them to include functionalities from partners with specific expertise. This
aim results in a Travel Companion Framework with a maximum of flexibility:
Framework: This is the overall structure based on the Android development guidelines
(communication between libraries via intents). It includes a specific extended UI xml to enable
the development of a library independent identical look and feel for the users and to consider
the need of CI for the stakeholders (colour, font, geometric structures like square, icons…).
During the link process all libraries foreseen for the application will be bound.
SideDrawer: Each library has the need to act with own SideDrawer entries. To prevent that all
these entries are shown at the same time, a dynamic SideDrawer structure has been developed.
This enables the system that only those entries are shown which are needed by the currently
active library.
GA 730846
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Event Bus: The Event Bus is an additional feature of the framework that enables libraries to
interact between each other in an easy and direct way.
LIB Navigation till LIB m: These are libraries communication internally through the event bus or
direct through the framework. They may have a counterpart called Proxy X for specific
functionalities running on a server. These proxies then will have the access the Web.
LIB n: This category of libraries may have an internal access to the framework as well but can
also run as background service on the mobile device.
CW: The Cloud Wallet (CW) is the place where user specific information is stored. To prevent
that the access to the CW has to be developed by each library a specific library with a TC internal
interface will be developed.
This architecture is illustrated in the figure below:

Figure 3: Android Framework of Travel Companion Architecture

2.2.2.

Traveller Experience

In addition to the Android Framework, several other components were defined and developed,
such as 1) Experience Engine, 2) LBE watcher, 3) LBE launcher, 4)LBE editor. These three modules
are all related to offering the traveller interactive location based experiences.
GA 730846
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Experience engine: The EE is the feature developed to offer the user a rich interactive
experience including a 3D/2D rendering engine, a GIS rendering engine, AR rendering engine,
indoor navigation and maps rendering algorithms. Based on native Android developments, this
EE aims to interpret the traveller’s scenario and requirements and decides the next task
sequence to display on the mobile device based on the current user profile. The travel
(instructions/ experiences) are proposed to the user whenever a new episode is explored in the
journey.
LBE watcher: This is the component developed in order to enable the launcher to display the
experiences. Based on visual authoring paradigms the watcher displays the experiences
according to the conditions pre-established.
LBE launcher: This LBE launcher is the interface developed for the users to display the list of the
available and appropriate experiences thanks to the LBE watcher. This component aims to filter
the experiences to match the user profile and location and provide appropriate descriptions
related to the experience. The LBE launcher module can execute experiences powered by the
Experience Engine.
The LBE editor/ publisher: The LBE editor is a visual programming tool lowering the complexity
of coding by assembling high-level visual building blocks, providing users without programming
skills the possibility to create location based experiences. Based on a set of components that
forms the desktop application the user is able to create. Moreover using the publisher the user
can publish the created experience on the Travel Companion and add the experience description
and conditions.

GA 730846
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Figure 4: Experience engine interconnection
More information on the component testing is available in Deliverable 2.2 in chapter 6.
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3. Integration and Testing within the Work Packages
3.1.

Trip Tracking

Important for the integration process is that the interfaces between the modules are well
defined. These interfaces are:



Tracking Orchestrator <-> partial Trip Tracker
pTT <-> Event Sources

It is very important that the chosen interface between the Tracking Orchestrator and the partial
Trip Tracker is capable of transferring a whole journey without modifications of the interface and
that the interface itself is a common used one. During the course of the project it was decided to
use TRIAS. TRIAS (VDV 431) is a standard of the German VDV fulfilling all needs for the Trip
Tracking architecture. It is based on the SIRI standard but extended to handle multimodal
journeys.
The interfaces between the pTT and the event sources are specific for each pTT. The definition
of theses interfaces are therefore part of the pTT development respectively. This depends mostly
on which format the data is based on, for example VDV, SIRI SX or GTFS-RT.

3.2.

Travel Companion

The Android Framework is the “envelope” for all modules representing the different
functionalities like creation of user, LBE, trip planning etc. etc. In a dedicated specification
document it is described how libraries have to be developed and their usage so that developed
modules can be integrated in the framework.
The framework is tested by test-libraries and integrated in the framework during the apk build
phase.
Pre-requisites:






Android smart device
Android developers kit
Development of a test-library with an easy user interface and some side draw entries
Development of a second test library containing different side draw entries
Test libraries have to use UI elements of the GUI XML

GA 730846
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Test steps





Build the apk file by compiling and binding the framework and the libraries
Download the apk to the smart device and start the application
Proof if the application works as expected due to the test library
Proof if the second library after its activation in the application shows different side draw
entries.

In order to plan the successive integration with the available versions of the modules, a specific
versioning control system “GitLab” was established. By having access to the GIT, the partners can
import their modules when these were ready. It was then possible to integrate all modules and
test the integrated version.

GA 730846
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4. Integration and Testing at project level
One of the main interfaces between the two Work Packages Trip Tracking and Travel Companion
is the interface between the Cloud Wallet and the Tracking Orchestrator.
The Cloud Wallet is the core storage that contains user related information. Relevant for the Trip
Tracking system are the itineraries and the preferences of the traveller. The interface between
the Cloud Wallet and the Tracking Orchestrator is based on REST API services, to exchange
information encapsulated in JSON objects.
The Travel Companion is the nexus between the traveller and the Tracking Orchestrator. All
problems detected by the TO and sent to the CW are shown in the Travel Companion. When a
notification is displayed in the TC the user has the choice between the following actions:




Nothing to do; just an informative message; the journey is not affected
Cancel trip
Modify trip

According to the chosen action the system starts the corresponding workflow. The aim is to
provide the best solution to the traveller allowing him to proceed with his journey as close as
possible to his original plans.

Figure 5: Connection alert in the Travel Companion
GA 730846
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The screenshot above in Figure 5 shows a connection alert (in German) stating that for the
journey between Amsterdam and Berlin:




no alerts are currently available;
Connection details can be displayed
Alternatives can be searched although currently now alert is shown

The Travel Companion and Trip Tracking are only a part of the Shift2Rail ecosystem. While these
components are tested at component and work package level, it does not make sense to test it
in detail at project level but instead at ecosystem level. This means the other functionalities such
as Travel Shopping and Booking&Ticketing must be combined. For example, a trip first has to be
shopped before it can be tracked. The main use cases were tested to make sure that a
demonstration will be possible. The testing at ecosystem level is coordinated by the COHESIVE
project.

GA 730846
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5. Conclusions
This document summarises the testing and integration activities achieved in the CREL both for
WP1 Trip Tracking and WP2 Travel Companion within ATTRACkTIVE on project level.
As a next step the FREL will be prepared. This includes specification and again testing and
implementation for both WP1 Trip Tracking and WP2 Travel Companion, to ensure a successful
FREL demonstration. The focus will be on evolutions in the trip tracking components that will be
integrated and demonstrated in the personal application.

END OF DOCUMENT
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